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																										Regia

																										The bed for the discerning

																										The comfortable, visually appealing Regia, a low-height bed with split safety sides, protects against fall injuries without restricting mobility.
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																										Regia partner

																										The flexible double bed 

																										The Regia partner combines the care-giving strengths and comfort of a single bed with safety features specially designed for couples.
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																										Dali range

																										The care beds for every type of use

																										The strong arguments for choosing Germany’s top-selling care bed speak for themselves: fast delivery, simple assembly and the highest reliability.
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																										Inovia

																										The care bed with innovative ideas

																										The large height adjustment range of the Inovia is ideal for efficient fall prevention and offers a comfortable entry and exit height for the occupant.
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																										Westfalia range

																										The care beds with versatile advantages

																										The Westfalia IV has a straightforward, appealing design that adds an air of homeliness to the room with its wood decor. It is easily assembled within a matter of minutes and represents excellent value for money.
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																										Lenus

																										The innovative low-height bed for optimal fall prevention

																										The intelligent low-height bed with optimal fall prevention for floor-level caring at home.
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																										The heavy-duty care bed

																										The Gigant care bed is extremely sturdily constructed and stands up to all the rigours of daily care. The mattress base of the care bed can therefore accommodate a weight of up to 350 kg.
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																										Allura II range

																										Innovative care beds

																										Care beds in the Allura II range offer a wealth of innovative details and provide enhanced comfort for heavier residents.
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																										Regia gardo

																										The bed with all-round protection

																										The home care bed for safe all-round protection
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																										Comfort and safety in your own bed

																										The height-adjustable bed inserts for an existing bed.
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																										Relax

																										The combinable senior bed

																										The modular principle of the Relax makes it possible to put together a tailor-made care bed from a variety of components.
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																										Cherusker

																										Durable quality and variability

																										The Cherusker bedside cabinet can be accessed from either side and offers plenty of space for books, drinks or care utensils.
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																										Hermann

																										Stable and practical

																										The Hermann bedside cabinet is based on durable quality and offers flexible options for use.
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																										Arminius

																										Practical helper for everyday life

																										The Arminius bedside cabinet offers plenty of storage space by the bed. Its tilting overbed table is ideal as a bookrest.
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																										Varus

																										Space-saving and functional

																										The Varus bedside cabinet is the big little brother in the Burmeier range: Despite its small dimensions, it offers plenty of space.
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																										Solo

																										The classic basic model variant

																										The Solo overbed table and side table is a versatile, elegant server for everyday use in care routines
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																										Duo

																										Two practical elements in one

																										Duo is a practical overbed table and side table that is able to multi-task.
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																										Kleiderschränke, Einzelmöbel und Anrichten

																										Platzsparend, funktional und flexibel – die Kastenmöbel von Burmeier.
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																										Chairs

																										Vom Hochlehn-Sessel bis zum Stapelstuhl

																										Bequem und robust zugleich – das Residenz-Stuhlprogramm bietet Ihnen viele Mehrwerte.
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																										Ihre ganz individuelle Möblierung

																										Egal ob Tisch, Garderobe oder unsere wohnliche Dekor-Auswahl – zahlreiche Ausstattungsvarianten lassen sich an jede Raumsituation anpassen.
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																										Ravello

																										The care chair for extra mobility

																										The Ravello transport chair can move occupants safely, comfortably and quickly.
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																														Bed inserts from the Lippe range are easy to insert into an existing bed frame and offer all the benefits of an electrically adjustable care bed.

																													

																													
																														
																																Height adjustment range 29 - 74 cm
	4-section mattress base
	Selectively lockable handset
	Cost-saving 24-volt drive system
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																																	The flexible bed insert
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																																		Optimum hygiene

																																		The bed insert for automated reprocessing
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																																			More space and comfort

																																			The comfortable bed insert
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																																			Mattress base widths from 80, 90 or 100 cm, lengths of 190 or 200 cm
	Mattress held securely by 5th mattress retainer bar
	Safe working load 200 kg
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																																			Designed for mechanical treatment in a washing system
	Cathodic dip coating against corrosion
	Supports and protects medical retailer personnel


																																	

																																	
																																		External dimensions / height adjustment range
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																																			Mattress base dimensions 120 x 200, 140 x 200 cm
	Optional 20 cm bed extension
	High safe working load of 250 kg


																																	

																																	
																																		External dimensions / height adjustment range
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																																The advantages for you

																																HOMELIKE COMFORT - Thanks to their space-saving chassis, all Lippe models fit into virtually any existing bed and usually remain invisible, and thus do not detract from the familiar appearance of the bedroom.

																																24-VOLT SYSTEM - Benefit from greater safety and up to 93% lower power consumption.

																																ACCESSORIES - Adaptable safety sides or a stand-up aid promote extra protection and mobility.
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																																		The Lippe IV bed insert is easy to fit into almost every existing bed frame.
																																		The Lippe IV bed insert is easy to fit into almost every existing bed frame.
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																																		The optional aid to standing up promotes residents’ mobility.
																																		The optional aid to standing up promotes residents’ mobility.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Feet with floor-levelling screws for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		Feet with floor-levelling screws ensure excellent stability.
																																		Feet with floor-levelling screws ensure excellent stability.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional adjustable feet for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		Optional adjustable feet make it possible to raise the bed insert by up to 7 cm.
																																		Optional adjustable feet make it possible to raise the bed insert by up to 7 cm.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Comfortable Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		With its wide range of mattress base dimensions, the Lippe 120/140 it is particularly roomy and comfortable.
																																		With its wide range of mattress base dimensions, the Lippe 120/140 it is particularly roomy and comfortable.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Selectively lockable handset for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Lippe bed inserts can be operated easily and intuitively using the handset with its selectively lockable features.
																																		Lippe bed inserts can be operated easily and intuitively using the handset with its selectively lockable features.
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																																		The optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe 120/140 helps the resident to get out of bed.
																																		The optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe 120/140 helps the resident to get out of bed.
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																																		The optional lifting pole helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.
																																		The optional lifting pole helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.
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																																		A 20-cm bed extension is available for the Lippe 120/140.
																																		A 20-cm bed extension is available for the Lippe 120/140.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Floor-levelling screws for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Floor-levelling screws and fixing straps for a stable stance of the Lippe 120/140.
																																		Floor-levelling screws and fixing straps for a stable stance of the Lippe 120/140.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Combination of Lippe IV bed insert and Relax bed frame]

																																		When in place in the Relax bed frame, the Lippe IV normally remains invisible.
																																		When in place in the Relax bed frame, the Lippe IV normally remains invisible.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Attractive combination of Lippe and Relax]

																																		Virtually every Lippe model can be combined with the attractive Relax bed frame.
																																		Virtually every Lippe model can be combined with the attractive Relax bed frame.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Storage and transport aid for the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The machine-washable version of the Lippe IV is transferred to the wash cell on a storage and transport aid.
																																		The machine-washable version of the Lippe IV is transferred to the wash cell on a storage and transport aid.
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																																		The Lippe IV washable is designed for automated reprocessing and offers optimal hygiene.
																																		The Lippe IV washable is designed for automated reprocessing and offers optimal hygiene.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Combination of Lippe IV washable bed insert and Relax bed frame]

																																		The Lippe IV washable bed insert fits into the attractive Relax bed frame.
																																		The Lippe IV washable bed insert fits into the attractive Relax bed frame.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional lifting pole for the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The optional lifting pole with the triangular handle helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.
																																		The optional lifting pole with the triangular handle helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Large height adjustment range of the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		With its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm, the Lippe IV washable helps to prevent falls.
																																		With its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm, the Lippe IV washable helps to prevent falls.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Low height position of the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The lowest position of only 29 cm of the Lippe IV washable protects against falls without the use of liberty-depriving ...
																																		The lowest position of only 29 cm of the Lippe IV washable protects against falls without the use of liberty-depriving measures.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Large height adjustment range of the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm ensures that the Lippe 120/140 is always in the ideal position.
																																		Its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm ensures that the Lippe 120/140 is always in the ideal position.
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																																		The safe, energy-saving 24-volt drive system produces a safety extra-low voltage directly at the socket.
																																		The safe, energy-saving 24-volt drive system produces a safety extra-low voltage directly at the socket.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional widening rails for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		With optional widening rails that add 5 cm per side to the Lippe IV, the mattress base of the Lippe IV can be widened ...
																																		With optional widening rails that add 5 cm per side to the Lippe IV, the mattress base of the Lippe IV can be widened on each side.

																																	
																																

																														

																													

																													
																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: The Lippe IV electric bed insert]

																																		The Lippe IV bed insert is easy to fit into almost every existing bed frame.
																																		The Lippe IV bed insert is easy to fit into almost every existing bed frame.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Feet with floor-levelling screws for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		Feet with floor-levelling screws ensure excellent stability.
																																		Feet with floor-levelling screws ensure excellent stability.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional adjustable feet for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		Optional adjustable feet make it possible to raise the bed insert by up to 7 cm.
																																		Optional adjustable feet make it possible to raise the bed insert by up to 7 cm.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		The optional aid to standing up promotes residents’ mobility.
																																		The optional aid to standing up promotes residents’ mobility.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Comfortable Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		With its wide range of mattress base dimensions, the Lippe 120/140 it is particularly roomy and comfortable.
																																		With its wide range of mattress base dimensions, the Lippe 120/140 it is particularly roomy and comfortable.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Selectively lockable handset for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Lippe bed inserts can be operated easily and intuitively using the handset with its selectively lockable features.
																																		Lippe bed inserts can be operated easily and intuitively using the handset with its selectively lockable features.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		The optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe 120/140 helps the resident to get out of bed.
																																		The optional mobilisation aid for the Lippe 120/140 helps the resident to get out of bed.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional bed extension for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		A 20-cm bed extension is available for the Lippe 120/140.
																																		A 20-cm bed extension is available for the Lippe 120/140.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Floor-levelling screws for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Floor-levelling screws and fixing straps for a stable stance of the Lippe 120/140.
																																		Floor-levelling screws and fixing straps for a stable stance of the Lippe 120/140.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional lifting pole for the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		The optional lifting pole helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.
																																		The optional lifting pole helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Combination of Lippe IV bed insert and Relax bed frame]

																																		When in place in the Relax bed frame, the Lippe IV normally remains invisible.
																																		When in place in the Relax bed frame, the Lippe IV normally remains invisible.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Attractive combination of Lippe and Relax]

																																		Virtually every Lippe model can be combined with the attractive Relax bed frame.
																																		Virtually every Lippe model can be combined with the attractive Relax bed frame.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Storage and transport aid for the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The machine-washable version of the Lippe IV is transferred to the wash cell on a storage and transport aid.
																																		The machine-washable version of the Lippe IV is transferred to the wash cell on a storage and transport aid.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Lippe IV washable for automated reprocessing]

																																		The Lippe IV washable is designed for automated reprocessing and offers optimal hygiene.
																																		The Lippe IV washable is designed for automated reprocessing and offers optimal hygiene.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Combination of Lippe IV washable bed insert and Relax bed frame]

																																		The Lippe IV washable bed insert fits into the attractive Relax bed frame.
																																		The Lippe IV washable bed insert fits into the attractive Relax bed frame.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Large height adjustment range of the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		With its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm, the Lippe IV washable helps to prevent falls.
																																		With its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm, the Lippe IV washable helps to prevent falls.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Low height position of the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The lowest position of only 29 cm of the Lippe IV washable protects against falls without the use of liberty-depriving ...
																																		The lowest position of only 29 cm of the Lippe IV washable protects against falls without the use of liberty-depriving measures.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Large height adjustment range of the Lippe 120/140 bed insert]

																																		Its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm ensures that the Lippe 120/140 is always in the ideal position.
																																		Its large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm ensures that the Lippe 120/140 is always in the ideal position.

																																	
																																

																														

																														
																															

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional lifting pole for the Lippe IV washable bed insert]

																																		The optional lifting pole with the triangular handle helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.
																																		The optional lifting pole with the triangular handle helps the resident to get comfortably positioned in the bed.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: 24-volt drive system for Lippe bed inserts]

																																		The safe, energy-saving 24-volt drive system produces a safety extra-low voltage directly at the socket.
																																		The safe, energy-saving 24-volt drive system produces a safety extra-low voltage directly at the socket.

																																	
																																

																															
																																	
																																		[image: Optional widening rails for the Lippe IV bed insert]

																																		With optional widening rails that add 5 cm per side to the Lippe IV, the mattress base of the Lippe IV can be widened ...
																																		With optional widening rails that add 5 cm per side to the Lippe IV, the mattress base of the Lippe IV can be widened on each side.

																																	
																																

																														

																													

																												
																												
																													
																														
																															
																																
																																	
																																		Technical specifications

																																		The following overview presents the technical data and equipment options for this model of bed. With a tailor-made configuration and visual design, and with suitable accessories, you can plan a bed that precisely matches your requirements and your home furnishings. Your area sales manager will be happy to inform you about all the options.

																																	

																																	
																																		
																																			
																																				
																																					 General data +−
																																				

																																			

																																			
																																				
																																					
																																								Lippe IV	Lippe IV washable	Lippe 120/140
	 Mattress base in cm (mattress dimensions) in cm 	 100 x 190, 90 x 190, 90 x 200, 100 x 200 	 90 x 200 	 140 x 200, 120 x 200 
	 Mattress base size Special widths in cm 	 80 x 190, 80 x 200 	 90 x 190 	
	 External dimensions in cm 	 85 x 185, 85 x 195, 95 x 185, 95 x 195, 75 x 185, 75 x 195 	 85 x 185, 85 x 195 	 115 x 195, 135 x 195 
	 Bed extension in cm 			 20 
	 Safe working load in kg 	 200 	 200 	 250 
	 Total weight in kg 	 80 	 80 	 129, 138 
	 Maximum weight of patient in kg ca. 	 160 	 160 	 210 
	 Mattress base height in cm (from - to) 	 29 - 74 	 29 - 74 	 29 - 74 
	 Manual CPR release of the backrest 	
																																																
																																																	
																																																	
	 Electrically adjustable 	
																																																			
																																																				
																																																				
	 24-volt drive concept with external transformer 	
																																																						
																																																							
																																																							


																																																		

																																																		
																																																				
																																																						 Standard
	 Optional
	 Not available


																																																					

																																																				

																																																			

																																																		

																																																		
																																																			
																																																				
																																																					 Mattress base version +−
																																																				

																																																			

																																																			
																																																				
																																																					
																																																								Lippe IV	Lippe IV washable	Lippe 120/140
	 Sprung wooden slats 	
																																																														
	 Metal slats 		
																																																																	
																																																																	
	 Mattress base dismantleable 	
																																																																			
																																																																				
																																																																				
	 4-section mattress base 	
																																																																						
																																																																							
																																																																							


																																																																		

																																																																		
																																																																				
																																																																						 Standard
	 Optional
	 Not available


																																																																					

																																																																				

																																																																			

																																																																		

																																																																		
																																																																			
																																																																				
																																																																					 Safety sides +−
																																																																				

																																																																			

																																																																			
																																																																				
																																																																					
																																																																								Lippe IV	Lippe IV washable	Lippe 120/140
	 Clamp-on safety side (Lippe) 			


																																																																									

																																																																									
																																																																											
																																																																													 Standard
	 Optional
	 Not available


																																																																												

																																																																											

																																																																										

																																																																									

																																																																									
																																																																										
																																																																											
																																																																												 Head and footboards, decors and colours +−
																																																																											

																																																																										

																																																																										
																																																																											
																																																																												
																																																																															Lippe IV	Lippe IV washable	Lippe 120/140
	 Topaz paint colour 	
																																																																																				
																																																																																					
																																																																																					


																																																																																

																																																																																
																																																																																		
																																																																																				 Standard
	 Optional
	 Not available


																																																																																			

																																																																																		

																																																																																	

																																																																																

																																																																																
																																																																																	
																																																																																		
																																																																																			 Control units and accessory equipment +−
																																																																																		

																																																																																	

																																																																																	
																																																																																		
																																																																																			
																																																																																						Lippe IV	Lippe IV washable	Lippe 120/140
	 Handset with selective locking function 	
																																																																																											
																																																																																												
																																																																																												
	 Selective locking feature 	
																																																																																														
																																																																																															
																																																																																															


																																																																																										

																																																																																										
																																																																																												
																																																																																														 Standard
	 Optional
	 Not available
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																																																																																																 Burmeier Serie Lippe Lit de soins brochure
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																																																																																																 Brochure bed insert Lippe range (english)
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																																																																																																 Burmeier Lippe serie Zorg bed brochure
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																																																																																																 Certificate machine washable care beds (english)
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																																																																																																 Zertifikat Maschinenwaschbare Pflegebetten (deutsch)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 682 KB 
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																																																																																																 Händlerkatalog Lippe Serie Pflegebett (deutsch)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 2 MB 
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																																																																																																 Maßskizze Betteinsatz Lippe IV (deutsch)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 4 MB 
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																																																																																																 Manuel d'utilisation Inserts de lit Série Lippe (deutsch/français)
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																																																																																																 Gebruiksaanwijzing Het bedinzetstuk Lippe IV (deutsch/nederlands)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 2 MB 

																																																																																																

																																																																																															
	
																																																																																																[image: Download]

																																																																																																 Instruction manual homecare bed frame Lippe 120/140 (german/english)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 1 MB 

																																																																																																

																																																																																															
	
																																																																																																[image: Download]

																																																																																																 Instruction manual homecare bed frame Lippe IV (english)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 6 MB 

																																																																																																

																																																																																															
	
																																																																																																[image: Download]

																																																																																																 Instruction manual homecare bed frame Lippe IV (french)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 6 MB 

																																																																																																

																																																																																															
	
																																																																																																[image: Download]

																																																																																																 Instruction manual homecare bed frame Lippe IV (italian)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 6 MB 
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																																																																																																 Instruction manual homecare bed frame Lippe IV (dutch)
																																																																																																	 pdf, 6 MB 
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